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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

There  are  an  increasing  number  of  vehicle  choices  available  that utilize  batteries  and  electric  motors  to
reduce tailpipe  emissions  and  increase  fuel  economy.  The  eventual  production  of  electricity  and  hydrogen
in a  renewable  fashion,  such  as  using  solar  energy,  can  achieve  the  long-term  vision  of  having  no tailpipe
environmental  impact,  as  well  as  eliminating  the  dependence  of  the  transportation  sector  on  dwindling
supplies  of  petroleum  for  its energy.  In this  report  we  will  demonstrate  the  solar-powered  charging  of
the high-voltage  nickel-metal  hydride  (NiMH)  battery  used  in the  GM  2-mode  hybrid  system.  In previous
studies  we  have  used  low-voltage  solar  modules  to  produce  hydrogen  via  the  electrolysis  of  water  and  to
directly  charge  lithium-ion  battery  modules.  Our  strategy  in  the  present  work  was  to  boost  low-voltage
olar energy
lectric vehicles
ptimized system

PV  voltage  to over  300  V  using  DC–DC  converters  in  order  to  charge  the  high-voltage  NiMH  battery,  and
to regulate  the  battery  charging  using  software  to  program  the electronic  control  unit  supplied  with
the  battery  pack.  A protocol  for  high-voltage  battery  charging  was developed,  and  the  solar  to  battery
charging  efficiency  was  measured  under  a  variety  of  conditions.  We  believe  this  is  the  first  time  such
high-voltage  batteries  have  been  charged  using  solar  energy  in  order  to  prove  the concept  of  efficient,

or ba
solar-powered  charging  f

. Introduction

A major transformation for the automobile, referred to as a “new
NA”, can be achieved by moving from the present mechanical sys-

em powered by petroleum to a system energized by electricity and
owered by electric motors [1–3]. This can be achieved by utilizing
uel cells and hydrogen, i.e., fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) and/or
y utilizing batteries, i.e., battery electric vehicles (BEV). An interim
tage between the present vehicles and the future electrically-
owered vehicles is represented by hybrid electric vehicles (HEV)
nd extended range electric vehicles (EREV) in which internal com-
ustion engines and electric motors are both utilized. Both HEV
nd EREV offer improved fuel economy versus vehicles powered
y standard internal combustion engines [4–8].

Reducing petroleum usage in order to make the dwindling
etroleum supply last longer, and reducing the emissions of air
ollutants and carbon dioxide, are key ingredients to improv-

ng vehicle powertrains by electrification [1–3,9].  If the electricity
an be supplied by using a renewable form of energy, such as

ind or solar, then the transportation system can become sustain-

ble and virtually pollution free with respect to tailpipe emissions
1–3,9–21].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 586 986 1623; fax: +1 586 986 1910.
E-mail address: nelson.a.kelly@gm.com (N.A. Kelly).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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ttery-electric  vehicles.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Currently GM has an aggressive program to improve fuel econ-
omy, reduce tailpipe emissions, and displace petroleum usage by
introducing hybrid, battery, and fuel cell powered electric drive
systems. At present, GM has 2-mode hybrid vehicles in the mar-
ket that use battery electric motors to assist the IC engine as well
as capture and store energy during braking in order to increase the
vehicle fuel efficiency. GM is now selling an EREV with rechargeable
plug-in battery packs called the Chevrolet Volt. And, GM has the
largest test fleet (over 100) of FCEV currently on the road and with
the Chevrolet Equinox FCEV. However, in order to remove vehi-
cles from contributing to environmental pollution it is necessary to
begin a transition to using renewable energy to charge the batteries
in electric vehicles or to produce the hydrogen for fuel cell electric
vehicles. One way  in which vehicles with electric powertrains can
achieve such a goal is by using hydrogen powered fuel cells and
battery-powered electric vehicles in which the hydrogen and/or
battery charge is provided by solar power such as photovoltaic (PV)
arrays.

Solar battery charging can provide pollution-free energy for
extended range electric and pure electric vehicles [11]. Since bat-
tery packs for such vehicles will have electronic controls to monitor
and control the charging, the PV system only needs to be designed

to have a maximum-power point voltage slightly above the charge
cut-off voltage programmed into the battery pack control module.

We have studied the use of photovoltaic (PV) solar energy for
producing hydrogen as well as charging batteries [9].  For example,

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.07.043
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:nelson.a.kelly@gm.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.07.043
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Table 1
Solar PV system parameter nominal values for one two-module array.

Parameter Array value
(2-modules in parallel)

Maximum powera, Pmax, W 380
Maximum power point voltage, Vmpp, V 54.8
Maximum power point currenta, Impp, A 6.94
Open circuit voltage, Voc, V 67.5
Short circuit currenta, Isc, A 7.5
Module efficiency, % 16.1
Solar cell efficiency, % 18.5
Temperature coefficient (Pmax), %/◦C −0.30
Temperature coefficient (Voc and Vmpp), V/◦C −0.169
Temperature coefficient (Isc), mA/◦C 0.86
Total module areab, m2 2.358

a This is two  times the nominal values at standard test conditions (irradi-

2.2. DC–DC converters

Because the solar arrays had the individual modules wired in
parallel, providing a nominal voltage of 50 V at a typical module
N.A. Kelly, T.L. Gibson / Journal of P

e built and tested a system for producing high-pressure hydro-
en for fueling FCEV that uses solar energy and the electrolysis of
ater [11]. That system was a proof of concept for a home hydro-

en fueling system. The solar hydrogen fueling system utilized an
ptimized direct connection between the photovoltaic (PV) solar
nd electrolyzer systems [10]. By designing the two  systems to
ave a maximized coupling, a solar to hydrogen energy efficiency
f nearly 10%, versus previous systems with less than 6% efficiency,
as attained. In a similar manner we have demonstrated the opti-
ized direct solar PV charging of lithium-ion batteries; for those

ests the solar to electric battery charging efficiency reached 14%
11]. The use of such systems in distributed energy systems for FCEV
nd BEV/EREV was described in an earlier publication [9].

Although we have charged lithium-ion batteries using PV elec-
ricity, our earlier work on battery charging used relatively low
C voltages (<60 V). However, to charge the batteries in BEV and
he batteries in EREV will require DC voltages of over 300 V for
harging, and in fact, most popular HEV use batteries with such
igh voltages. As a first step in charging high-voltage batteries we
ecided to use our low voltage arrays with a DC–DC converter to

ncrease the voltage to that necessary to charge HEV high-voltage
atteries. Based on inputs from GM battery and electric powertrain
xperts, we decided to use the nickel metal hydride (NiMH) bat-
ery in the GM 2-mode hybrid as the first high-voltage battery to
e charged with PV electricity as a proof of concept. High-voltage
iMH batteries were used in the later versions of GMs  EV-1, and are
resently used in the GM-Allison hybrid bus and the GM 2-mode
ybrid trucks, as well as the most widely sold hybrid vehicle, the
oyota Prius. To our knowledge, this is the first time a high-voltage
EV battery has been charged using solar energy.

The impetus for DC charging of the vehicle is threefold; (1) it
liminates the approximately 10% loss for conversion of AC to DC,
2) it eliminates the cost of AC–DC of power converters, and (3) it
ould eliminate the weight of the on-board charger in a vehicle such
s the Chevrolet Volt, which in turn will improve the vehicle fuel
fficiency and result in a greater vehicle driving range. However,
irect DC battery charging will require an interface on the vehicle
or connecting the DC power to the battery pack, as well as a means
or utilizing the battery pack control module to wake up the pack
nd regulate the battery charging.

High-voltage vehicle batteries may  also be used at their end of
ife for energy storage on the grid [20]. The U.S. grid presently has
ittle stored electrical energy, and must maintain spinning reserves
o maintain its ability to respond to sudden loads. Renewable elec-
ricity put onto the grid may  worsen the problem of regulation on
he grid, and storage of electrical energy as hydrogen or in batteries
s one option to deal with the problem. So, in addition to solar PV
harging of vehicle high voltage batteries in the vehicle, there is the
ossibility of charging them in an energy storage bank.

Solar energy can provide a clean, renewable source of energy to
harge plug-in electric vehicles such as the Volt EREV and maximize
he environmental benefits of eliminating green house gases and
ther emissions. A major challenge to using solar energy technol-
gy is the need to design an inexpensive, safe solar battery charger
ith optimum efficiency. Most solar systems utilize low voltage,

nd one way to boost the voltage to that needed to charge the
00 V NiMH batteries used in hybrid and electric vehicles is to uti-

ize DC–DC conversion. This work measures the characteristics of
uch a system.

. Experimental
The system was designed as a number of units that take solar
nergy and use it to charge a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) battery.
ome of the parts were used previously, while other parts had to
ance = 1000 W m−2 and module temperature = 25 ◦C) reported by the manufacturer
[22].

b This is two  times the module area reported by the manufacturer [22].

be designed and built in order to charge a high-voltage battery.
The following will describe the system components and their inter-
workings.

2.1. Solar arrays

The solar arrays have been described previously [12]. In brief,
there are four arrays, with each of the arrays containing 10 Sanyo
HIP-190BA3 modules. The modules were wired in parallel, so the
output current was  equal to that for one module, with the cur-
rent equal to 40 times a single-module value. However, for the
tests discussed in this report, only one or two modules from each
of the original arrays were used, because the DC–DC converters
(described later) could not handle the current from more two mod-
ules under sunny conditions. The electrical output from each array
was  connected to a DC-DC converter, as described later. The elec-
trical parameters for an array are given in Table 1. A picture of the
arrays and the charge controller box are shown in Fig. 1. The solar
array tilt angle (measured with respect to the ground) was set to the
site latitude plus 15◦ (42◦ plus 15◦ = 57◦) for this study to optimize
the solar energy collection in the winter.
Fig. 1. Picture showing the solar PV battery charging system at the GM Milford
Proving Ground. The four arrays have a tilt angle equal to the site latitude plus 15◦

(57◦ with respect to the earth’s surface). The DC–DC converter box is on the cart in
the foreground.
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to as the battery pack control module (BPCM), (4) interconnecting
wires, (5) vents, (6) a cooling fan for air circulation (normally not
on – controlled by the BPCM), sensors for measuring important
battery parameters, and (7) data communication lines. The BPCM is
ig. 2. Schematic of the battery charging system showing four solar arrays, with e
ombined and connected to the NiMH battery terminals.

emperature of about 50 ◦C, it was necessary to boost the voltage
ignificantly to charge a 300 V hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) bat-
ery. This was accomplished using four DC–DC converters (DCC).
he DCC were made to our specifications by Solar Converters, Inc.
Guelph, Ontario), Model CV 48/300-1PV 48 R300. A schematic
howing the wiring of the PV and DCC systems is shown in Fig. 2.
ach DCC accepts the nominal 50-V PV input voltage and output a
oltage of up to 350 V for charging the battery. Four identical DCC
ere used in the study because we were unable to find one sin-

le unit that could output sufficient current. Therefore, we  took
dvantage of our multiple-array system (originally designed for an
lectrolyzer) to make H2 [12] and utilized one DCC per array. Ini-
ially, the DCC output voltages were set to 340 V and the DCC units
ncluded charge control at this voltage level. However this limit was
ncreased to 350 V so that the battery charging algorithm (described
ater) rather than the charge control in the DCC determined when
o terminate battery charging. In this way, the DCC acted as boost
C–DC converters, i.e., they boost the nominal 50 V PV voltage up

o approximately 350 V to charge the battery.

.3. NiMH battery pack

A new battery was purchased and used for the tests described
n this study. The battery is the Panasonic NiMH battery used in
he GM-2-mode hybrid system (Panasonic EV Energy Co. – PEVE)
23,24]. The battery pack, often referred to as the PEVE battery, is
imilar to the battery pack used in the Toyota Prius, except it has
ore modules (40 prismatic modules vs. 38 in the Prius) connected

n series, and thus slightly higher voltage and energy storage [23].
he 40 prismatic modules in the battery pack had six prismatic
iMH cells per module and two modules per block (total of 20

locks). Battery parameters were measured and reported by the

nternal battery pack control module at the block level. For exam-
le, the voltage of each block was measured, and the maximum
nd minimum were used to determine when to stop discharging
ray having two modules in parallel. The output of the four DC–DC converters was

or charging the battery, respectively. A picture of the two battery
packs, hardware associated with controlling the internal battery
connectors, a load bank for battery discharging, and a computer for
controlling the battery discharging and charging is shown in Fig. 3.
The BPCM broadcasts important battery parameters on the CAN
bus, and the bus is monitored via an 18-pin connector as discussed
later. The BPCM also supports the automatic fan cooling the bat-
tery pack and controls the internal battery high-voltage contactors
disconnect.

Some relevant nominal values for the battery modules and pack
are listed in Table 2. The battery pack [24] consists of: (1) the metal
case, (2) the 40 modules, (3) an electronic control module referred
Fig. 3. A picture of two Panasonic (PEVE) NiMH batteries and associated equipment
used in the battery discharging and charging experiments.
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Table  2
Specifications for GM 2-mode hybrid, energy storage system (NiMH battery pack)
[23,24].

Specification Value

Cell chemistry NiMH
Module type Plastic case prismatic
No. cells/module 6
Nominal cell voltage, V 1.2
Nominal module voltage, V 7.2
No. modules/pack 40a

No modules per block 2
Module energy density, Wh/kg 46
Module specific power, W kg−1 1300
Module mass, kg 1.04
Module dimensions, cm 1.96 (W) × 10.6 (H) × 28.5 (L)

Pack operational voltage, V 240–340 (see discussion)
Pack voltage limits, V 216–390 (GM specification)
Pack energy capacity, kWh  1.8
Pack charge capacity, Ah 6.5
1  C discharge/charge rate, A 6.5
Pack mass, kg ∼67
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Table 3
Important battery pack usage parameters for the NiMH battery pack while under
control of the BPCM/CAPL program.

Parameter Low value
(discharge)

High value
(charge)

Pack voltage, V 240 340
a Sets of two modules were wired into blocks, so there were 20 such blocks in a
ack. Block voltages and temperature were individually monitored.

ubservient to the vehicle electronic control module (ECM), and we
ad to provide hardware and software to simulate the conditions
he battery would encounter if it were hooked up to the GM 2-mode
ybrid ECM. That system will now be described.

.4. Battery pack activation hardware and software

To charge or discharge the PEVE, the internal high voltage con-
actors need to be activated so that the terminals are “live”. The
rst step in this process is installing the manual high voltage safety

nterlock connectors (HVIL); one is present on the battery termi-
al cover, and a second safety interlock is inserted and locked in
n the side of the battery case, below the output terminals. The
econd step involves waking up the pack and closing the internal
ontactors by satisfying the battery pack control module (BPCM)
riteria that were programmed into the BPCM memory for the pack
nstalled in a GM 2-mode hybrid vehicle. The battery pack has an
8-pin connector, and several of those pins need to have voltages
nd signals in order for the BPCM to command the pack to wake
p and to close the contactors within the battery pack. The hard-
are to do this consisted of: (1) a 12 V power supply to simulate

he low-voltage battery in the GM-2-mode hybrid vehicle, and (2) a
ulse generator with the appropriate frequency, pulse width mod-
lation, and duty cycle to simulate the vehicle electronic control
odule that communicates with the BPCM, and (3) a capacitive

oad needed at battery-pack contact closure to simulate the battery
ack placement with a 2-mode hybrid vehicle. The communication

s made through the CAN bus terminals on the connector. The com-
unication is bi-directional; commands are sent to the BPCM and

attery data is transmitted from the BPCM. The communication was
ontrolled and parameters from the battery were recorded using a
ewlett Packard model NC600 Laptop computer running CANoe

oftware (Vector CANtech, Novi, MI)  described later.

.5. NiMH battery chemistry
The chemical reactions at the electrodes of a single cell during
attery charging are as follows [25–28]:

ositive electrode (anode) :

Ni(OH)2 + OH− → NiOOH + H2O + e− (1)
Block (2-module in series) voltage, V 12 17
Block temperature, ◦C 2 38

Negative electrode (cathode) reaction :

M + H2O + e− → MH  + OH− (2)

where NiOOH is nickel oxyhydroxide, and M the hydrogen absorp-
tion alloy (typically a Misch metal).

The standard potentials of the two reactions are E0 (Eq.
(1)) = −0.52 V and E0 (Eq. (2))  = −0.83 V, so the overall open circuit
voltage under standard conditions is 1.35 V. The system is designed
so that oxygen gas is released at the anode when the battery is
overcharged, and the oxygen diffuses to the cathode where it com-
bines with hydrogen to form water, releasing heat. Provided that
the overcharge is mild, this mechanism protects the battery from
damage.

The charging voltage is in the range 1.4–1.6 V per cell. A fully
charged cell measures 1.4–1.45 V, and supplies a nominal 1.25 V
during discharge down to approximately 1 V. Over discharging can
lead to polarity reversal of a cell, resulting in hydrogen generation
at the positive electrode. As long as the process does not go too far,
the hydrogen will diffuse to the negative electrode where it will
react with oxygen to form water and release heat. Small amounts
of hydrogen and oxygen can be contained within the battery pack
case.

2.6. Battery pack control program

The Vector CAN Access Programming Language (CAPL), a
programming language used by CANoe, was  used to create a cus-
tomized program to control the PEVE wakeup and contact closure.
In battery discharge or charge tests, CANoe first was started, fol-
lowed by loading the CAPL program. The PEVE wakeup command
was  then given, and once the pack was awake, the contactors
were closed so the battery terminals were “live”. In addition, CAPL
was  used to set important BPCM parameters that assured a safe
and useful change in the battery state of charge upon charge or
discharge.

The discharge/charge parameters were set in collaboration with
GM engineers with experience in charging the PEVE. Table 3 lists
the important parameters and the values that were set in the CAPL
program. These parameters are based on GM experience with the
usage limits of the battery pack and specifications set in consul-
tation with the battery pack manufacturer. When any parameter
fell outside the window shown in Table 3, the program opened the
contactors and terminated whatever process was occurring (bat-
tery discharge or charge). For example, if the battery was  being
discharged, and the minimum block (2-modules in series) voltage
fell below 12 V, the contactors were opened and the discharge was
terminated. If all 20 blocks were perfectly balanced, the pack volt-
age would reach a minimum of 240 V on discharge and 340 V on
charge before the CAPL program would open the contactors and
terminate the function. Due to the tolerance of NiMH batteries to
moderate overcharging [21,29,30],  a block-level control (Table 3) is

sufficient to safely charge the pack. However, the discharging and
charging protocol used in our study, in particular the sustained dis-
charge followed by a sustained charge, is very different than that
experienced by the NiMH battery in a hybrid electric vehicle, and
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Table 4
PEVE current measurements by the internal sensor in the NiMH battery pack.

Actual current, A PEVE current Relative error

0.75–1.249 1.0 −33.3 to +20.0
1.25–1.749 1.5 −20.0 to +14.2
1.75–2.249 2.0 −14.2 to +10.1
2.25–2.749 2.5 −10.1 to +9.1
2.75–3.249 3.0 −9.1 to +7.7
3.25–3.749 3.5 −7.7 to 6.7
3.75–4.249 4.0 −6.7 to + 5.9
0434 N.A. Kelly, T.L. Gibson / Journal of P

his could adversely affect the battery lifetime. We  did not inves-
igate the long-term effect of our discharge/charge protocol on the
attery performance.

.7. Battery discharging and charging protocol

Typically, the battery was discharged using a load bank
described below) until the contactors opened. SOC was  not esti-

ated as estimating SOC for NiMH batteries is very difficult
29–32]. Rather we used a simple discharge/charge protocol devel-
ped in consultation with GM battery hybrid vehicle engineers.
or a discharge experiment the battery high-voltage contac-
ors opened and the test was terminated when one 2-module
lock voltage fell below the threshold value in Table 3 (12 V)
r when the total pack voltage fell below 240 V. Since the pack
as new, there was good balance between the 20 2-module

locks, so the pack voltage approached 240 V when the discharg-
ng experiment was terminated. Typically, within in an hour of
ompleting a battery discharge test, a battery charging test, using
he solar charging system was begun. The charging experiment
rogressed until one of the 2-module block voltages exceeded
he upper threshold in Table 3 (17 V) or when the total bat-
ery pack voltage exceeded 340 V, at which point the battery
igh-voltage contactors opened and the charging experiment was
erminated.

.8. Resistive load bank for battery discharging

A resistive load bank was designed to discharge the battery at
n approximately C/3 rate. Since the nominal battery voltage was
00 V, and the charge capacity was 6.5 Ah, a resistance of approx-

mately 150 � was needed. Three 470 �,  300 W Arcol oil-filled
esistors (Mouser Electronics) were connected in parallel to make a
57-� load bank capable of dissipating 900 W of power. The power
esistors were mounted in a box (Fig. 3) with three cooling fans to
ool the resistors by circulating room air over them. This system
ischarged the battery at a current of approximately 2 A.

.9. Data acquisition

Two data acquisition systems were used to collect the data
rom the solar and battery systems. One data acquisition system,
ABview, was used to collect data from the solar arrays (voltage,
urrent, solar irradiance, solar array temperature). This system is
escribed in detail elsewhere [12].

A second data acquisition system (CANoe) was used to collect
ata from the PEVE battery (as well as to wake up the battery,
lose the battery contactors, and control the BPCM, as discussed
arlier). This system consisted of hardware (CANcardXL) plugged
nto the PCMIA port on a Hewlett Packard Laptop computer, a cable
Vector model 251 opto CANcab cable) from the CANcardXL to the
8-pin connector on the PEVE battery, and software (CANoe) to
ommunicate with the BPCM. The variables from the battery were
btained from the BPCM and were obtained from the CAN bus exit-
ng the battery via the 18-pin connector. The variables included
ack voltage, pack current, maximum module voltage, minimum
odule voltage, maximum module temperature, and minimum
odule temperature. The internal sensors in the battery pack and

he CAN bus, along with the data logging features in CANoe were
sed to record the instantaneous values for these parameters once
er second. The LABview system recorded the solar variables once
er second, and the two computer clocks were synchronized to

he nearest second. This allowed the two data sets to be merged
o create the overall databases for analysis of the response of the
attery to the solar energy and solar PV electrical power used
o charge the battery. The data was exported from CANoe to a
4.25–4.749 4.5 −5.9 to + 5.3
4.75–5.249 5.0 −5.3 to +4.8

comma-delimited data set and read into Excel. The LABview data
was also read into Excel and combined with the CANoe data for
analysis.

2.10. Calibration of the voltage and current measurements from
LABview and CANoe

The voltage and current measurements from both systems were
compared to calibrated Fluke meters maintained in our laboratory.
For the CANoe measurements, the Fluke meters were put in-line
(current) or across the battery electrodes (voltage) during charging
and discharging the battery, and the V and I values from the meters
and from the PEVE were recorded and put into a linear regression.
For LABview, the Fluke meters were put in-line or across the solar
array input to the DCC during a battery charging experiment. The
recorded simultaneous V and I readings from the Fluke meters and
LABview were regressed to obtain the correspondence between
the two  measures. This comparison accomplished two important
objectives: (1) the LABview and CANoe measurements were tied to
a single set of standards, and (2) it allowed us to understand the
unique characteristics of the PEVE current measurement, that we
will discuss in more detail below.

The voltage from each system agreed with the standard meters
to better than 1% over the range of voltages measured. The solar
array currents also showed such good agreement with the standard
meters. The PEVE current was in good agreement over the range of
current measurements, but it had a resolution of only 0.5 A (the
PEVE BPCM rounded the current to the nearest 0.5 A, and that is
what is transmitted down the CAN bus to the CANoe data logging
system). The effects of this round off by the BPCM can be understood
by referring to Table 4.

At current readings over 1 A, the relative error is less than 20%,
and for readings over 3 A, the error is less than 10%. Also, over
time the overshoot and undershoot errors should tend to cancel
each other. We  will return to this topic when we discuss the power
and energy balance for the solar and battery energy in the results
section.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Battery pack and solar measurements and calculations

3.1.1. Computations of battery pack changes in electrical energy
and charge

The energy added to or removed from the battery pack (�E) dur-
ing the 1-s data collection time intervals (�t) in our experiments
was  calculated from the voltage (V), current (I) according to Eq. (1):

�t

�E battery pack, Wh  = Vbatt × Ibatt ×

3600
(3)

The total energy added to the battery over a charging or dis-
charging experiment was calculated by summing the individual
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E  values over the experimental run. Note that �t/3600 has units
f h.

The charge added was computed in a like manner from the
harge added over a 1-s interval (�Q = Ibatt × �t/3600), and sum-
ing �Q  over a charging or discharging experiment to get the total

harge added in Ah.
The charging and discharging experiments covered an opera-

ional range between a fully discharged and a fully charged state
or the battery as defined by the voltage limits used in Table 3.

.1.2. Solar energy and solar electrical measurements during
attery charging

The solar energy incident on the solar modules over the 1-s time
nterval �t  was derived by measuring the solar irradiance (W m−2)

ith the four LI-COR radiometers, and computing the energy inci-
ent on the modules. The formula was:

E  solar energy, Wh  = Solar irradiance,

 m−2 × 1.179 m2 × # modules ×
(

�t

3600

)
(4)

The �E  values in Eq. (4) were summed over time that the battery
harging experiment was run to get the total solar energy incident
n the solar PV modules used in the test.

The solar electrical energy was computed from the average
oltage and current measured at each of the arrays used in the
xperiment, Vsolar and Isolar, respectively over the 1-s interval �t.

E solar PV electrical energy,  Wh  = Vsolar × Isolar ×
(

�t

3600

)

(5)

The total solar PV electrical energy input to the DC–DC convert-
rs was the sum of the solar PV electrical energy, �E in Eq. (5),  over
he course of a battery charging experiment.

.1.3. Solar energy and solar PV electrical energy to battery
harge efficiency calculations

Using Eqs. (3)–(5),  we can define three efficiencies that define
he individual components of the solar to battery charging effi-
iency. First, the efficiency of the PV solar energy conversion to PV
lectrical energy is derived from the solar PV electrical energy in
q. (5) divided by the total solar energy incident on the PV modules
n Eq. (4):

V solar energy to PV electrical efficiency,  % = 100%

× �E  PV electrical solar energy, Wh
�E  solar energy, Wh

(6)

Second, the efficiency of the DC–DC conversion process was
omputed. The electrical energy generated by the solar system is
ed to the DC–DC converters where the voltage is boosted to 350 V
or battery charging. Some energy is lost in this conversion process.
he DC–DC conversion efficiency can be computed as the electri-
al energy fed to the battery pack, �E  in Eq. (3),  divided by the
lectrical solar energy generated by the PV system, �E  in Eq. (5):

C–DC converter efficiency,  % = 100%

× �E  battery pack, Wh
�E  solar PV electrical energy,  Wh

(7)
Third, the solar system to battery charging efficiency was com-
uted as the electrical energy added to the battery pack, Eq. (3),
ivided by the solar energy incident on the PV modules, Eq. (4):

olar energy to battery charging efficiency, % = 100%
Sources 196 (2011) 10430– 10441 10435

× �E  battery pack, Wh
�E  solar energy, Wh

(8a)

This can also be expressed as the product of the PV efficiency in
Eq. (6) and the DC–DC converter efficiency in Eq. (7):

Solar energy to battery charging efficiency,

% = DC–DC converter efficiency,  % × PV efficiency, %
100

(8b)

If the solar PV system was perfectly coupled to the battery dur-
ing charging, then all of the solar electrical energy in Eq. (5),  minus
that lost in the DC–DC conversion process, would be delivered to
the battery. However, the battery terminal voltage changes dur-
ing charging so even if the PV system were perfectly coupled at the
beginning of a test it would not remain coupled in a steady state. We
can calculate the maximum PV efficiency from the information in
Table 1 together with the measured module temperature, i.e., utiliz-
ing the manufacturer provided temperature coefficient describing
the change in efficiency as the module temperature changes.

Maximum PV efficiency,  % = 16.1

+
(

16.1 ×
(

−0.3 ×
(

(module temperature, ◦C − 25 ◦C)
100

)))

(9)

For example, if the module temperature during a test was 25 ◦C,
then the maximum PV solar to electrical efficiency would be 16.1%.
For a module temperature of 50 ◦C, the maximum PV efficiency
would be 14.9%.

The ratio of the PV efficiency measured when the system is con-
nected to the battery load, Eq. (6),  divided by the maximum PV
efficiency yields the coupling factor:

Coupling factor = PV efficiency ratio

= Measured PV efficiency, %
Maximum PV efficiency,  %

(10)

Finally, we  can calculate the PV maximum power point voltage
from the manufacturer supplied value, 54.8 V, and the temperature
coefficient for that term using the data in Table 1, −0.169 V/◦C.

Vmpp, V at module temperature

T = 54.8 − ((module temperature T, ◦C − 25 ◦C) × 0.169) (11)

3.2. Battery pack discharging experiments

Prior to the solar charging experiments, the battery was
discharged until the contactors opened due to the constraints
regarding the minimum module voltage in Table 3 (battery pack
voltage fell below 240 V or one of the minimum two-module block
voltages fell below 12 V and the contactors opened). Five battery
pack discharging experiments were performed to prepare the bat-
tery pack for the PV charging tests. The average discharge rate
(C-rate) was 0.3 C (approximately a 2 A current for a 6.5 Ah bat-
tery). A substantial portion of the nominal battery energy and
charge values listed in Table 2 (energy = 1.8 kWh, charge capac-
ity = 6.5 Ah) was  removed with the discharging protocol described
in Section 2.7.  In some discharge experiments, the battery was  not
fully charged prior to the discharge. Nonetheless, up to 1.4 kWh  of
energy and 4.6 Ah of charge were removed in a discharging experi-

ment. After a discharging experiment, when the resistive load was
removed, the battery open-circuit voltage recovered to higher val-
ues, but this was just a “surface” charge. For example, when a
second discharge experiment was run on a previously discharged
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ig. 4. Results of a battery discharge experiment using the load bank with the dis-
harge limits in Table 4 for an experiment on February 4, 2010. One-min averages,
alculated from the 1-s data points, are plotted.

attery, only about 30 Wh  of additional energy, and 0.1 Ah of charge
ere removed after about a 1-h rest period.

A plot of the voltage, current and power versus time for a dis-
harging experiment conducted on February 4, 2010 is shown in
ig. 4. The battery voltage decreased from 310 V to 251 V over the
10-min experiment. The current decreased from 2 A to 1.5 A and
he power decreased from 620 W to 376 W.  In this experiment
.05 Wh  of energy and 3.52 Ah of charge were removed from the
attery pack. The experiment was terminated when one of the bat-
ery module voltages fell below 12 V (one of the criteria in Table 3).

.3. Battery pack charging experiments

.3.1. Measured DC–DC converter efficiency
The conversion efficiency of the DC–DC converters was  deter-

ined by using a resistive load bank. The current and voltage
hrough the load bank was measured with Fluke multi-meters,
hile the solar PV voltage and current were measured with the

ABview system. The DC–DC converter efficiency was computed as
he ratio of the electrical power out of the DCC and into the load
ank, PDC–DC, divided by the solar electric power into the DCC from
he PV system, Psolar.

We measured a DC–DC converter efficiency of approximately
1 ± 1% for the four converters using a resistive and to evaluate
he system at a power of about 400 W.  Direct charging using the
olar arrays, wired such that the PV modules would be in series to
each a voltage of 350 V (six to seven modules in series would attain
his voltage) would eliminate this loss in voltage conversion, and is
lanned in a future phase of our testing.

.3.2. Battery charging tests
A total of six battery charging experiments were conducted over

 days during the fall of 2009 and the winter of 2010. Table 5 gives
 summary of the results. The averages presented in the table uti-
ized 1-s time-resolved measurements of the parameters, and the
uantities calculated from the data utilized the 1-s time resolved
atabase. There was a wide variation in the weather conditions
xperienced during the study. In particular, the solar irradiance
anged from 300 W m−2 to 1130 W m−2 and the PV module tem-
erature ranged from 15 to 40 ◦C. The very high solar irradiance on
ebruary 8 and February 19 was due to clear, cloud-free conditions

nhanced by reflection of direct solar irradiation by snow in front
f the solar arrays.

The experiments lasted from 37 to 194 min  and utilized either
our or eight Sanyo HIP-190BA3 solar modules, together with two
 Sources 196 (2011) 10430– 10441

or four Solar Converters charge controllers. The charge controllers
were adjusted so that they operated as DC–DC converters, i.e., they
boosted the low 50 V solar PV voltage to over 340 V DC, but did
not control the output voltage or current to the battery. Rather, we
used the BPCM and the CAPL program to monitor the battery con-
ditions (see Section 2.6 and Table 3) and to terminate the battery
charging by opening the high-voltage contactors within the bat-
tery pack case. The BPCM also occasionally turned on an internal
fan to cool the battery. However, the BPCM/CAPL program never
commanded the battery contactors to open during our charging
tests based on battery temperature. Rather all charge terminations
commanded by the BPCM/CAPL system were due to the maximum
2-module block voltage exceeding 17 V or the battery pack volt-
age exceeding 340 V (Table 3). The battery was in a room with an
average temperature of approximately 25 ◦C, and the battery pack
maximum module temperature typically remained at room tem-
perature, with only occasional running of the internal battery pack
fan.

The average PV voltage into the DC–DC converters (DCC) varied
from 45.0 to 58.8 V and the average PV current varied from 5.3 to
22.8 A. These PV voltages and currents in to the DCC  resulted in cur-
rents into the battery of 1.2–3.8 A (C-rates for from 0.18 to 0.58).
The PV MPP  voltage, Vmpp, was calculated from the values for the
Sanyo modules (Table 1) and the module temperature measure-
ments (Table 5). Note, that on February 4, it was  colder than the
25 ◦C temperature at which the STC for the nominal Sanyo specifi-
cation (Table 1) was obtained. The cold temperature, together with
the −0.169 V per ◦C temperature coefficient (Table 1) increased the
calculated Vmpp to 56.4 V.

It is interesting that on the day with the lowest solar irradiance,
February 4, the DCC operated at a low input voltage, and this was the
only day in which the PV output voltage was below the MPP  voltage.
We also observed this phenomenon, a low PV operating voltage, on
other test days during brief cloudy periods. This is believed to be
due to the inner workings of the particular DCC design that was
used in our tests.

The overall test results over the experiments listed in Table 5
reflect our learning curve in charging the battery. In the first three
tests we did not have the charge controllers turned up to a high
enough output voltage (348 V) so that the battery BPCM/CAPL sys-
tem could control termination of the battery charge by opening the
contactors when an individual 2-module block voltage exceeded
17 V. For these experiments, charging was terminated when the
DCC could not add any more charge to the battery. Also, not shown
in Table 5 are several preliminary tests in which the battery param-
eters such as the maximum and minimum voltages were set so
low that only a small amount of energy (approximately 100 Wh)
were added before the contactors opened. For the test on Febru-
ary 4, charging was terminated manually because little charge was
being added to the battery due to very low solar irradiance as it
became very cloudy in the afternoon. For the last two  experiments
in Table 5 (on February 8 and 19), the charge controllers were
adjusted to have a maximum output during sunny periods of 348 V
and charging was  terminated by the BPCM/CAPL system (the com-
mand was  prompted by one battery 2-module block exceeding the
17 V threshold). On these 2 days the battery pack maximum voltage
reached 340 V.

The total energy added to the battery in Table 5 varied from
0.51 to 1.69 kWh, compared to the 1.8 kWh  nominal capacity of
the battery in Table 2. The total charge added to the battery pack
varied from 1.56 to 5.13 Ah, compared to the nominal charge capac-
ity of the battery in Table 2 of 6.5 Ah. These results show that

our discharge/charge protocol resulted in a discharged battery
approaching 0% SOC and a charged battery approaching 100% SOC,
while still staying within GM-specified limits for the battery param-
eters in Table 3.
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Table  5
Measurements and calculations of the battery charging parameters during six tests conducted over 5 days.

Parameter Date of experiment

Nov. 11, test1 Nov. 11, test2 Nov. 13 Feb. 4 Feb. 8 Feb. 19

Duration of experiment, minutes 47.0 46.9 176.9 195.9 66.3 66.7
Number of solar modules useda 8 4 4 8 8 8
Avg.  solar irradiance, W m−2 987 890 829 302 1089 1132
Avg.  PV module temperature, ◦C 39.9 40.0 42.1 15.4 43.2 36.9
Avg.  PV voltage 58.0 55.2 52.8 45.0 58.8 59.9
Avg.  PV current, A 21.9 11.7 10.7 8.9 22.8 22.7
Avg.  PV power, W 1269 644 566 400 1342 1362
Total  PV electrical energy, kWh  0.99 0.50 1.67 1.31 1.48 1.51
PV  Vmpp, V 52.3 52.3 51.9 56.4 51.7 52.8
Avg.  PV voltage/Vmpp 1.11 1.06 1.02 0.80 1.14 1.13
Solar  energy input, kWh 7.29 3.28 11.53 9.09 11.35 11.87
Solar  PV to electric efficiency, % 13.6 15.3 14.5 14.4 13.1 12.7
Max.  solar PV to electrical efficiency, % 15.4 15.4 15.3 16.6 15.2 15.5
Coupling factor 0.89 1.00 0.95 0.89 0.86 0.82

Battery maximum module temperature, ◦C 23 24 25 24 25 25
Starting battery voltage, V 298 312 284 288 289 295
Ending battery voltage, V 336 333 337 333 340 340
Avg.  battery charging current, A 3.6 2.0 1.7 1.2 3.8 3.8
Avg.  C-rate, battery charge 0.55 0.31 0.27 0.18 0.58 0.58
Avg.  battery charging power, W 1196 653 573 388 1252 1250
Energy added to battery, kWh  0.94 0.51 1.69 1.27 1.38 1.39
Charge added to battery, Ah 2.82 1.56 5.13 3.90 4.19 4.20
DC–DC  converter efficiency, % 94 ∼100 ∼100 97 93 92

Solar  to battery charge efficiency, % 12.8 15.6 14.7 13.9 12.2 11.7
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This is total number of PV modules used. Typically two Sanyo PV modules, wired
f  eight PV modules used.

The most important variables with respect to solar charging
f the battery are the PV efficiency (solar energy to PV electrical
nergy efficiency), the DC–DC converter efficiency, and the product
f those two quantities, the solar to battery charge efficiency. The
olar to electric efficiency varied from 12.7% to 15.3% with a mean
alue of 13.9%. It was controlled by how well the solar and battery
ystems were coupled and how close the solar voltage approached
he MPP  voltage for the PV system, as discussed later. The DC–DC
onverter (DCC) efficiency over the six experiments varied from
2% to 100% with a mean of 96%. The higher values were measured
t the lower battery current measurements where the error in the
attery current measurement is highest (see Table 4). At the higher
attery currents measured on February 8 and 19 the DCC efficiency
as 92–93%. This is in approximate agreement with the DCC con-

ersion efficiency of approximately 91%. This loss in the DC–DC
onversion could be avoided by using a series wiring configuration
f the PV modules to reach 350 V, and eliminating the DC–DC con-
ersion in future embodiments of our charging system. The overall
olar to battery charging efficiency varied from 11.7% to 15.6% with

 mean of 13.5%. This is comparable to the 14.5% value obtained
n an earlier study directly charging small packs of Li-ion batteries

ith our solar system [11].
The coupling factor between the PV and battery systems in

able 5 varied from 0.82 to 1.00 with a mean value of 0.90. This
hows that the PV system remained near the maximum power
oint over the battery charging experiment. Interestingly, the mean
oupling factor value of 0.90 is similar to the values measured for
oupling between our PV system and an electrolyzer to produce
ydrogen [9,10,12].

Our two best experiments were those on February 8 and 19. This
onclusion is based on the criteria that these experiments had: (1)
he highest battery charging current and thus the lowest measure-
ent error in the current variable, and (2) a DCC output voltage
etting of over 340 V so the BPCM/CAPL program terminated the
harging, i.e., there was no DCC charge control. The results from
hese two experiments were very similar. For these experiments,
rallel, from each array were connected to each of four DC–DC converters, for a total

the battery was  charged with about 1.4 kWh  of energy and 4.2 Ah
of charge, from starting voltages of about 290 V to a final volt-
age of 340 V using solar energy. The charging took a little over an
hour; the C-rate was  about 0.58 and the battery added charge was
about 65% of the battery charge capacity. This shows that the dis-
charge/charge protocol we  used, with simple voltage limits at the
block (2-module) level, yielded significant changes in the state of
charge of the battery pack. Regarding the efficiency of the charg-
ing process, the PV solar to electrical efficiency was about 13%, and
the DC–DC conversion efficiency was over 90%. The overall solar to
battery charging efficiency was about 12%.

3.3.3. Example of a battery charging experiment
The PV and battery charge voltage and current results for the

experiment on February 8 are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows a plot
of the battery voltage and current, while Fig. 5b shows the solar
PV voltage, the PV MPP  voltage (calculated from the Sanyo speci-
fications in Table 1), and the total solar PV current into the DC–DC
converters as a function of the running time of the experiment. The
battery voltage increased from about 289 V to about 340 V over the
course of the experiment and the battery charge current decreased
form an initial value of approximately 4.5 A to a value of approx-
imately 3.5 A. The solar PV voltage slowly increased during the
experiment from approximately 56 V to approximately 60 V, and
its deviation from the MPP  voltage also increased. The total solar
PV current monotonically decreased from approximately 27 A to
22 A.

Fig. 6a shows the solar to battery charging efficiency as well as
the two sub-efficiencies, the DC–DC converter efficiency and the
PV efficiency, that determine the overall system efficiency for the
February 8, 2010 experiment. The overall solar to battery charging
system efficiency varied from a high of over 14% at the beginning

of the experiment to a low of about 11% at the end. The irregular
DC–DC (DCC) converter efficiency variation in Fig. 6a, i.e., the saw-
tooth pattern, is due to the overshoot–undershoot phenomenon
caused by the PEVE current measurements (see Fig. 5a) discussed
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arlier (see Section 2.10 and Table 4). The 0.5 A shift in the mea-
ured current (Fig. 5a) caused a change in the measured energy
oing into the battery pack and resulted in the variation in the DCC
onverter efficiency, computed using Eq. (7),  observed in Fig. 6a.
his artifact also resulted in the saw-tooth pattern in the overall
olar to battery charging efficiency in Fig. 6a. However, this cal-
ulated variation in the DCC only has a small effect on the overall
attery charging efficiency. The fall-off over time in battery charg-

ng efficiency is mainly controlled by the monotonic decrease in the
V efficiency over the experiment. The PV efficiency varied from

 high of over 15% at the beginning of the experiment to a low of
bout 12% at the end. As the battery became charged and the voltage
ncreased (Fig. 5a) a higher PV voltage was needed (Fig. 5b) to drive
he charging process. This resulted in a larger difference between
he solar PV voltage and the solar PV MPP  voltage as time pro-
ressed (Fig. 5b), reducing the PV solar to electrical efficiency and
he overall solar to battery charging system efficiency observed in
ig. 6a.

Fig. 6b shows the variation in the maximum PV efficiency (Eq.
9)) and the coupling factor (Eq. (10)) between the PV and bat-
ery systems. There was a small fall-off in the calculated maximum
V efficiency caused by an approximately 10 ◦C increase in the
emperature of the PV modules over the course of the experi-

ent. This temperature increase resulted in a 1.7 V decrease in
mpp (Fig. 5b) and caused the calculated maximum PV efficiency,
sing the information in Table 1, to decrease from 15.4% to 14.9%
Fig. 6b). The coupling decreased from a high value near unity
t the start of the test to a value of about 0.8 at the end of
he test. This decrease in the coupling factor was caused by the
ncreasing gap between the PV operating voltage and the PV MPP
oltage (see Fig. 5b), and led to the continuous decrease in the
V solar to electrical efficiency throughout the experiment (see
ig. 6a).

Fig. 7 shows the cumulative solar electrical energy generated by
he PV system, the total cumulative electrical energy delivered to
he battery, and the total charge delivered to the battery as a func-
ion of the cumulative solar energy incident on the PV modules used
or the test on February 8. There is a small fall-off in each quantity at
igher values of the cumulative solar energy. This effect is minor,

nd is partially caused by heating of the PV modules that slowly
ncreased their temperature and reduced their voltage output and
heir solar to electric efficiency (Table 1).
Fig. 8. Dependence of the coupling factor between the PV and battery systems on
the  Vsolar/Vmpp ratio for the data in Table 5. A polynomial fit trend line is also shown.

3.3.4. System coupling factor
In earlier work on solar hydrogen and solar battery charging we

demonstrated how the coupling between a PV system and a load is
very important in determining the system efficiency [9]. This result
is due to the unique feature of a PV power system in that its out-
put has a maximum power point and the load characteristics will
determine how close the PV system operates relative to that max-
imum power point. If the load voltage remains near the PV MPP
voltage the amount of power transferred to the load (in our case,
the battery) will be maximized. Using the data in Table 5 we can
determine how well this was achieved during the battery charg-
ing experiments. Fig. 8 shows a plot of the system coupling factor
versus the important ratio Vsolar/Vmpp. Although there is consid-
erable scatter in the data, the fall-off in the coupling factor to the
left and to the right of a Vsolar/Vmpp ratio near unity is clear. Fur-
ther discussion of the importance of the system coupling factor for
hydrogen production and battery charging are given elsewhere [9].

3.3.5. Comparison of energy and charge removed via discharging
and added via charging

Due to hysteresis in the charging and discharging, the energy
and charge removed in a discharge is not expected to be equal to
the energy added on charging for the low (240 V) and high (340)
limits put on the battery pack. For three tests in which a battery
was  fully charged and then fully discharged, the ratio of the charge
added to that removed was 1.12 ± 0.06. Batteries with long cycle
life like the NiMH battery typically have coulombic efficiencies [33]
near unity [26], so the difference reflects hysteresis in the voltage
plateaus in the battery charging and discharging protocol [29–32].

3.3.6. Recovery in the battery pack voltage when the load bank of
PV charging was removed

In preparation for charging, the battery was typically discharged
to a pack voltage of approximately 250 V as shown in Fig. 4 (this
voltage corresponded at one block voltage reaching a 12 V mini-
mum).  However, in the interim time between the discharge and
the solar charging, the battery voltage was  observed to recover by
30–40 V. For example, in Fig. 5a, the starting battery voltage was
289 V, although the ending voltage on discharge was 252 V. One
question is, how much energy can be removed in a battery that

shows this voltage recovery? We  determined this in several tests
in which a second discharge of a discharged battery was  performed.
The voltage quickly decreased over a period of about 5 min  and the
battery internal contactors reopened. Only 30–60 Wh of energy was
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emoved in such tests. Thus, the voltage recovery is just a surface
harge with very little useful energy.

Similarly, after a battery was charged, we attempted a second
harge. The contactors opened after a few minutes with the addi-
ion of approximately 30 Wh  of energy. In conclusion we cannot
et much energy or charge into or out of the PEVE battery pack
within the discharge/charge limits we set in Table 3) by doing a
econd discharge or charge, and the charge limits in Table 3 reflect

 practical working voltage range for charging and discharging this
attery pack.

.3.7. Battery heating
The amount of electrical energy converted to heat energy dur-

ng battery charging can be estimated [34–38] using the data for
he first battery charging test on November 11 (Table 5). For this
est, the battery fan did not come on to cool the battery during
he test, so any heat generated would be realized as a temperature
ncrease in the battery pack. The minimum and maximum block
2-module block) temperatures change during the test differed by
◦C, and as an upper limit we will assume that the whole battery
ack temperature changed by this amount. The heat capacity at
onstant pressure, Cp, reported for the Prius battery is 976 J kg−1 ◦C
r 0.271 Wh/kg ◦C [36], and the Cp for our battery pack should
e similar. For a battery mass of about 67 kg (Table 2), the heat
nergy generated within the battery is calculated to be approxi-
ately 73 Wh  versus the 940 Wh  of electrical energy added to the

attery. Thus, we estimate that less than 8% of the electrical energy
as converted into heat in this test. This suggests that little energy

s lost as heat in the battery charging process and over 90% of the
lectrical energy is stored in the battery as charge.

The heat generated by passing current through the internal
esistance of the battery can be calculated based on the reported
alue of 11.4 m�/module [27]. For a 40-module pack and a 1 C
harging or discharging rate, the I2R losses are less than 1% of the
elivered electrical power. This suggests that very little of the bat-
ery heating is due to I2R losses, and most of the heating, estimated
bove as less than 8% of the electrical energy added to the battery
ack, is due to the overvoltage needed to dive the electrochemical
eactions (Eqs. (1) and (2)) to charge the battery.

.3.8. Parasitic losses
To directly charge the battery with DC, we need to “wake up”

he battery pack so that the BPCM is active and measuring and con-
rolling key battery parameters such as module temperature and
oltage. This required approximately 12 V and 1 A from a DC power
upply. So, when solar power is being added at a rate of C/2, power
s being added at approximately 900 W,  and approximately 12 W
f power is being consumed just to keep the BPCM “awake” and
he internal battery contactors closed. This is only 1.3% of the solar
ower, so it is not significant.

When any block (2-module block) temperature exceeded a set-
oint, a fan inside the battery was run. This took approximately 5 A
f 12 V battery power. So, if the fan was running during the bat-
ery charging period, and if the battery was being charged with
olar energy at a rate of C/2, then the parasitic loss would be
2 V × 6 A = 72 W (BPCM and fan). This is about 8% of the solar power
or a worst-case scenario of having the fan running all the time.
ven for this case, that is not normally expected, the solar to bat-
ery charge efficiency would be lowered from 13.5% (average of six
alues in Table 5) to 12.4%. Even this worst-case parasitic loss is not
ignificant, and shows that direct solar charging of the high-voltage
attery is efficient.
Even a small solar panel on the roof on the vehicle, with only
 200 W output, could be used to charge the high-voltage battery
n an EREV or a pure BEV, based on the energy usage of the BPCM
nd occasional running of the battery fan, provided it had a high
 Sources 196 (2011) 10430– 10441

voltage output or a DC–DC converter to increase the output voltage.
However for such a small system there could be times when the
efficiency is significantly reduced due to parasitic losses.

3.4. Comparison of the energy efficiency of solar battery charging
to solar hydrogen utilization

The average solar to battery charge efficiency from the data in
Table 5 was  13.5%. In a previous study on the generation of high-
pressure hydrogen via water electrolysis the efficiency was  about
10% based on the LHV of hydrogen (the LHV very close to the stan-
dard chemical value of hydrogen – the Gibbs free energy – in an
ideal fuel cell). Thus, the solar to battery charge process is about
30–40% more efficient that the solar hydrogen process producing
hydrogen. This is mainly due to the overvoltage at the anode for
the oxygen evolution reaction in the water electrolysis process.
The battery charging process also gains on the hydrogen process
in the reverse of the generation process, i.e., battery discharging or
usage of hydrogen in a FCEV. While the battery discharge process
for NiMH (or especially Li-ion) batteries is nearly 100% efficient in
making electrical energy, the hydrogen utilization process in a fuel
cell is only about 50% efficient due to losses at cathode for the oxy-
gen reduction process in the fuel cell. Thus, overall, the solar battery
charging/discharging process is about 2–3 times as efficient as the
solar hydrogen/fuel cell process on an energy basis.

3.5. Possibility of using PEVE batteries in EREV

The PEVE battery pack has only about 1.4 kWh  of available
energy stored (Table 5); this is about 15% of that available in the
Chevrolet Volt battery pack with Li-ion batteries (about 10 kWh  of
usable energy for a 40 mile range). Thus, it would take about six
PEVE battery packs to develop a useful driving range on electric
power using PEVE batteries. At present, the trend in vehicles with
electric or partially electric powertrains is to use Li-ion batteries.
Nonetheless, the NiMH technology remains a viable technology for
HEV, EREV, and BEV.

4. Summary

We  designed and tested a PV solar battery charging system con-
sisting of low voltage solar modules along with a DC–DC converter
to boost the voltage sufficient to charge the 2-mode hybrid GM  bat-
tery at a rate of C/2 (charge the battery with a current equal to 1/2
of its Ah capacity). The battery charging and discharge limits were
controlled by the internal BPCM. This design resulted in a simple
system with a high solar to battery charging efficiency by keeping
the coupling of the solar energy and battery charging near unity. The
high efficiency of the battery charging makes this a very attractive
use of renewable solar energy as compared to using solar energy to
generate hydrogen. On an energy efficiency basis alone, solar bat-
tery charging is two to three times as efficient as solar hydrogen
generation and usage in a FCEV. The test results prove the concept
of PV solar DC charging for plug-in vehicles (extended range elec-
tric vehicles) and show that an optimized system regulated by the
internal BPCM and some software could be developed for home or
commercial recharging systems.

5. Conclusions
1. The high-voltage NiMH batteries used in the large GM 2-mode
hybrid vehicles were efficiently charged by direct current from
photovoltaic (PV) modules and DC–DC converters to boost the
low PV voltage to the high battery charging voltage.
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. The solar energy to battery charging system efficiency averaged
13.5% over six experiments, determined as the product of two
sub-efficiencies: (1) a PV system solar to electrical efficiency of
13.9%, and (2) a DC–DC converter efficiency of 90–96%. The cou-
pling factor between the PV and battery systems averaged 0.90,
indicating that the PV system power output remained within
10% of the maximum power point.

. The test results prove the concept of PV solar charging for plug-
in vehicles (extended range electric vehicles) and show that a
DC system could be used for home or commercial recharging
systems with some additional hardware and reprogramming of
the battery pack control module.

. The BPCM can be used to regulate the point at which charging
is terminated, effectively making it the charge controller. This
makes the design of the DC–DC converter simple as it does not
have to control the battery cut-off charging voltage.
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